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Troy is a captivating author, speaker, political activist, mentor and trainer who
specializes in shifting mindsets from mediocrity to greatness. In 2015 he wrote
and published his 1st book called, “I Want it All; Practical Principles to Living
Your Best Life Now.” In his book he shares his powerful testimony of how he
overcame obstacles and challenges faced in school and life despite being labeled
with a learning disability and failing three times. He is a 2017 Graduate of Liberty
University where he obtained a bachelor’s degree in religion minoring in Christian
Counseling. His strong belief in education pushed him to obtain his Diversity &
Inclusion certification from Cornell University. In addition, he also completed his
John Maxwell certification rendering him a John Maxwell Certified team member.
Troy is an expert at providing interactive, engaging tools for schools and
organizations that have resulted in changed behavior, greater self –confidence
and most importantly, an increased graduation rate among male students. Troy
has served in various capacities in his community to
include but not limited to being a radio personality on WSPO Heaven 100.1fm
every day from 3- 8pm pre-pandemic as well as volunteering annually as a Toys
for Tots ambassador hosting toy drives to provide children with Christmas magic
and the list goes on.
In 2016 he and a dear friend launched “The Awakening Series.” which once a
month highlighted local black owned businesses to bring exposure and
awareness to their business but even greater give them a platform to inspire and
motivate aspiring entrepreneurs to go after their dreams of opening a business as
well.
Troy’s story drives his passion to inspire, motivate, train and equip others to
believe IT IS POSSIBLE! It’s not about how you start but how you finish. Troy has
spoken extensively to various schools and organizations across the Southeastern
Region of the United States and abroad traveling to Haiti on several occasions to
serve there as well. His relentless passion to serve has been noted and celebrated
yielding him several awards through the years for his consistent dedication to the
community.
Troy is a native of Charleston and being the second oldest child of seven, his faith
and family are the glue that keeps him grounded. His commitment and dedication
to his community inspired
him to launch his very own non-profit called “The I AM Foundation” which he
founded in 2013 and is now known as Legacy Builders Org. His focus is to
cultivate and culminate the greatness that lies within our youth with a mission of
encouraging education, career development as well
as formulating strategies that will impact and reshape not only local communities
but our nation and ultimately, the world. In October of 2018 he proudly became a
member of the greatest fraternity The Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. In that same
year he also graduated from The Clyburn Fellowship. Troy then went on and
served as the South Carolina Democratic Party Regional Field Director and
recently worked for two Presidential campaigns. He continues to strive to be the
change he wants to see and works effortlessly to ensure our youth are presented
with amazing opportunities. Troy believes that no matter how much success he
accomplishes; success is not success until the successful successfully births
successors.

